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ABSTRACT

High-order harmonic generation (HHG) has been recently proven to produce harmonic vortices carrying orbital
angular momentum (OAM) in the extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) region from the nonlinear up-conversion of infrared
vortex beams. In this work we present two methods to control and extend the OAM content of the harmonic
vortices. First, we show that when a driver combination of different vortex modes is used, HHG leads to the
production of harmonic vortices with a broad OAM content due to its nonperturbative nature. Second, we show
that harmonic vortices with two discrete OAM contributions –so called fractional OAM modes– are generated
when HHG is driven by conical refraction beams. Our work offers the possibility of generating tunable OAM
beams in the XUV regime, potentially extensible to the soft x rays, overcoming the state of the art limitations
for the generation of OAM beams far from the visible domain.

Keywords: Orbital angular momentum, extreme-ultraviolet, X rays, high harmonic generation, attosecond
science, conical refraction.

1. INTRODUCTION

Our capability of harnessing light properties determines our limits to observe and control Nature at the extreme
spatio-temporal scales. During the last decades, laser technology has boosted an ultrafast revolution, and
nowadays it is possible to obtain coherent radiation from the infrared (IR) to the soft x rays, tailored as ultrashort
light bursts. In this sense, the control over the temporal and spectral light properties has been indispensable to
access the ultrafast and nanometer scales. In addition, topological light properties –such as polarization or orbital
angular momentum (OAM)– have drawn the attention of the scientific community due to their ability to unveil
new scenarios of laser-matter interaction, from the quantum to the macroscopic physics levels. In particular,
twisted light beams carrying OAM1 –so called optical vortices- offer a unique capability to harness light matter-
interaction processes by adding a new degree of freedom over the control of light beams: the topological charge.
Light vortices exhibit a transversal spiral-phase structure around the beam axis, thus having a well-defined
OAM, which is characterized by the topological charge, `, i.e. the number of 2π-phase shifts along the azimuth
of the light beam. These beams are routinely produced in the visible and IR regimes by using spatial light
modulators, holograms or diffractive optical elements.2,3 They have been proved to be suitable for a wide range
of applications, from optical communication, micromanipulation, phase-contrast microscopy, to quantum optics,
among others.4

There is an increasing interest to bring OAM beams into the extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) and x-ray regimes,
in order to extend their applications down to the ultrafast and nanometer scales. Although x-ray optics could be
used to imprint angular momentum into XUV and x-ray light, in practice such optics are challenging to fabricate
and have poor throughput and limited bandwidth. During the last five years, high harmonic generation (HHG)
has emerged as a unique process to directly generate XUV/x-ray OAM beams through nonlinear up-conversion
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of an intense IR vortex beam.5–9 HHG is a nonperturbative process that presents a dual nature. Microscopically,
each atom in a gas target acts as a nano-collider: the intense IR laser field first detaches an electronic wave-
packet, then accelerates it, and finally drives it back to its parent ion. Upon recombination, the kinetic energy
acquired by the electronic wave-packet is released in terms of higher-frequency harmonics of the driving field.
Macroscopically, the phase relationship between the harmonics radiated from each atom is crucial to determine
not only the efficiency, but the spatio-temporal properties of the emitted coherent radiation. Interestingly enough,
HHG is able to map some properties of the driving field into the higher frequency radiation. Thus, one can sculpt
the properties of the harmonics through proper modifications of the driver. As a result, HHG stands as a clean
and technologically simple method to provide flashes of light with three unique properties: (i) spectrally, HHG
produces coherent broadband pulses extending from the XUV to the soft x rays; (ii) temporally, HHG radiation
is emitted in the form of ultrashort pulses in the attosecond timescale; (iii) mechanically, HHG radiation can be
sculpted in its topological properties, both spin (polarization) and orbital (phase rotation) angular momentum.

Since the first observation of XUV vortices driven by HHG,5 there have been different studies to predict,
observe and control their topological charge.10 When driven by a single mode IR vortex beam, OAM conservation
leads to the generation of highly charged XUV vortices, with a topological charge being a multiple integer -the
harmonic order- of the driving beam, following the simple rule `q = q` (being `q the topological charge of
the q-th order harmonic, and ` that of the driving beam). This law was theoretically predicted in Ref.6 and
experimentally observed in Refs.7,9 Very recent works have made use of two driving beams in a noncollinear
HHG geometry to generate low-charge harmonic vortices with adjustable topological charge.7,11

In this contribution we report two different methods to generate XUV vortices with multiple-OAM content.
First, we demonstrate that the nonperturbative behavior of HHG can be exploited to generate multiple-OAM
vortices when using several driving IR vortices with different topological charge.12 We explore the underlying
mechanisms for this phenomena and derive a general conservation rule for the non-perturbative OAM build-up.
Second, we generate harmonic vortices with two OAM contributions -also called fractional OAM beams- when
driving HHG by conical refraction (CR) beams.13 CR beams are obtained in optical biaxial crystals when a
beam propagates parallel to one of the two optic axes, and they present fractional OAM. We show that the
properties of CR-like beams can be transferred to the XUV regime through HHG.13

For the results reported in this contribution, we have performed simulations of HHG including propagation
using the electromagnetic field propagator.14 The driving laser pulse exhibit a peak intensity at focus of 1.4×1014

W/cm2, with a central wavelength of 800 nm. The rest of parameters can be found in Refs.12,13

2. GENERATION OF XUV MULTI-MODE VORTICES

Once the topological charge of XUV vortices driven by single-OAM IR beams was characterized,6,7, 9 one may
think that the use of a combination of two driving beams with different OAM components will results in the
production of XUV vortices with several OAM contributions. In particular, let us consider a driving beam
composed of two OAM modes, `1 and `2. From the photon picture, one can understand the OAM buildup of the
q-th order harmonic from different absorption channels (q-n, n), n ranging from 0 to q, associated with the two
OAM modes of the driving field. This photon picture is similar to that previously considered in the conservation
of linear momentum in noncollinear HHG schemes.15,16 Each channel (q-n, n) has a weight proportional to the
binomial probability distribution associated with the photon number combinations of absorbing q-n photons
from the `1 mode and n photons from the `2 mode. As a consequence, the simple OAM buildup law (`q = q`)
is converted into

`q = (q − n)`1 + n`2. (1)

However, we have found that the nonperturbative behavior of HHG modifies substantially this law, broadening
the OAM spectrum of the XUV harmonic vortices produced.12 In the non-perturbative case, where one can
consider that the harmonic amplitude scales with the p-th power of the fundamental field, the OAM buildup law
is found to be:12

`q = (q − n)`1 + n`2 +m(`2 − `1), (2)
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where n labels the harmonic channel, that now ranges from (q− p)/2 to (q+ p)/2, being p ∼ 4 for the harmonic
in the plateau region.12 Note that there is a new term in the non-perturbative OAM buildup law, m(`2 − `1),
where the index m represents the azimuthal diffraction order induced by the intrinsic phase17,18 of the HHG
process.12 This conservation rule collapses to the perturbative case –Eq. (1)– when p→ q and m=0, and to the
linear scaling law (`q = q`) found with single-OAM modes if `1=`2=`.

Figure 1. Schemes to produce single-OAM (a) and multiple-OAM (b) XUV harmonic vortices through high harmonic
generation. In (a) a single-mode IR (800 nm) vortex beam with ` = 1 is focused into an argon gas jet, where high-order
harmonics are produced in the form of XUV vortices. On the right panel we show the spatial intensity profile and OAM
spectrum of the 21st harmonic (38 nm, 32.6 eV). A single OAM component is clearly generated, following the simple law
`21 = 21` = 21. In (b), the driving beam is composed of two IR vortex beams with `1 = 1 and `2 = 2. In this case, the
OAM spectrum of the 21st harmonic vortex is substantially broadened, exhibiting OAM contributions from `21 = 18 to
`21 = 42, as depicted by Eq. (2).

In Fig. 1 we show the scheme to produce XUV vortices using HHG driven by (a) a single-OAM IR beam
(` = 1), and (b) a driving combination of `1 = 1 and `2 = 2 modes, each one with the same weight. On the right
we show the spatial intensity distribution and OAM spectrum of the 21st harmonic (38 nm, 32.6 eV). Whereas
in (a) the 21st harmonic vortex exhibit a single topological charge of `21 = 21 –as shown in previous works6,7, 9–,
in (b) the OAM spectrum is broadened, following the nonperturbative OAM build-up rule given by Eq. (2).12
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3. GENERATION OF XUV FRACTIONAL ORBITAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM
BEAMS

3.1 Conical Refraction

Conical refraction (CR) is a birefringent optical effect occurring in biaxial crystals when a light beam propagates
parallel to one of its optic axis.19 For a focused Gaussian input beam, the CR beam evolves in free-space as
a double-cone light structure,20 see Fig. 2(a). The CR beam is mainly characterized by its transverse intensity
pattern at the otherwise expected focal plane, this pattern being formed by a pair of concentric bright rings split
by a null intensity ring, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The state of polarization of the CR rings is linear at every point,
with the azimuth rotating continuously along them satisfying that every two diametrically opposite points are
orthogonally polarized, as depicted by the double white arrows in Fig. 2(b).

To understand the origin of the involved CR polarization distribution, note that the CR beam is formed by the
interference of two Bessel-like functions, called as B0 and B1

19,21,22 with similar free-space beam evolution [see
Figs. 2(d)-(h)] but different angular momentum (both spin and orbital components). For a circularly polarized
input beam described in the basis e± = (1,±i) /

√
2 (+ for right-handed and − for left-handed), the electric field

behind the crystal becomes:
E± = B0e± +B1e

±iϕe∓. (3)

Figure 2. Conical refraction for a right-handed circularly polarized Gaussian input beam. Images (a), (d), and (g) are cuts
of the intensity pattern in the yz plane at x = 0 showing the space evolution of the CR beam, the B0 component, and
the B1 component respectively. Images (b), (e), and (h) show the transverse intensity distribution obtained at the focal
plane of the CR beam, the B0 component, and the B1 component, respectively. Panels (c), (f), and (i) show, respectively,
the OAM spectrum of the whole CR beam, the B0 component, and the B1 component.

In Figs. 2(c), (f), and (i) we show the OAM spectrum of the whole CR beam, the B0 component, and the
B1 component, respectively, for a right-handed circularly polarized input beam. According to Eq. (3), the B0

beam preserves the state of polarization of the input beam and possesses null OAM, i.e. it possesses spin angular
momentum σB0

= ±1 and orbital angular momentum lB0
= 0. In contrast, the B1 beam is orthogonally polarized

to the input beam (thus σB1
= ∓1) and carries one unit of OAM per photon (lB1

= ±1), due to the spin-orbit
coupling introduced by the biaxial crystal,23,24 manifesting as an on-axis null intensity point preserved upon
propagation, see Fig. 2(g). As a consequence, the global CR beam possesses ±~/2 OAM per photon.23–27
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3.2 High harmonic generation driven by conical refraction beams

The physical scenario considered here is analogous to the one for the generation of XUV multimode vortices
presented in Section 2, see Fig 3(a). A CR beam generated with a biaxial crystal is focused onto a gas jet,
ensuring that the double-ring CR structure obtained at the focal plane of the beam hits the gas jet. As in
Section 2, the IR beam composed by different OAM contributions: lB0 = 0 and lB1 = 1 [see Fig. 3(b)], where
we have considered right-handed circularly polarized input light sent to the biaxial crystal, i.e., the + sign in
Eq. (3). However, we recall that in this case the B0 and B1 components have opposite spin angular momentum:
σB0

= 1, σB1
= −1. As a consequence, in this HHG scheme the conservation of both OAM and SAM have to

be taken into account. As we show in what follows, this mutual conservation of OAM and SAM leads to the
generation of HHG beams with fractional OAM.

Figure 3. (a) Scheme of high harmonic generation driven by conical refraction beams to produce XUV fractional-OAM
vortices: an intense IR CR beam generated with a biaxial crystal is focused onto a gas jet. The left inset shows the CR
beam intensity distribution at the focal plane (z=0 in the bottom inset, where the transverse intensity profile of the CR
beam along the propagation axis is shown). The linear polarization distribution (depicted with white arrows) rotates along
the azimuth. High-order harmonics are generated in each atom of the gas jet, and then propagated towards a far-field
detector. The right inset shows the far-field HHG intensity and polarization distributions, which retain the CR-like beam
structure. In the right column we show the OAM spectrum of the fundamental beam, (c) the 19th harmonic, and (d)
the 21st harmonic. The two components of the fundamental CR beam can be distinguished: the B0 beam (`B0 = 0,
σB0 = +1), and the B1 beam (`B1 = 1, σB1 = −1). Thus, the fundamental beam exhibits fractional-OAM 〈`1〉 = 1/2. The
high-order harmonics present analogously two OAM contributions with counter-rotating polarization. Angular momentum
conservation conveys the generation of fractional-OAM harmonics with topological charge 〈`19〉 = 19/2, and 〈`21〉 = 21/2.

From the photon picture one can consider the generation of the q-th order harmonic from the absorption of
n0 and n1 photons from the B0 and B1 beams respectively, conveying the absorption channel (n0, n1), and with
corresponding energy q = n0 + n1. Parity conservation forces n0 + n1 to be an odd integer while the restriction
over the photon spin (|σ| = 1) implies that n1 = n0 ± 1, i.e., the number of photons absorbed from the B0

and B1 beams only differs by one. Therefore, only two possible channels generating q-th order harmonic can be
found: the R (right-handed circularly polarized) channel ( q−1

2 , q+1
2 ), and the L (left-handed circularly polarized)
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channel ( q+1
2 , q−1

2 ). If we analyze angular momentum conservation in its separate spin and orbital components,
on the one hand, from SAM conservation of each of the R and L channels leads to

σq,R =
q + 1

2
σB0

+
q − 1

2
σB1

= 1 (4)

σq,L =
q − 1

2
σB0

+
q + 1

2
σB1

= −1. (5)

On the other hand, OAM conservation of each separate channel implies the following build-up rules

`q,R =
q + 1

2
`B0 +

q − 1

2
`B1 =

q − 1

2
(6)

`q,L =
q − 1

2
`B0 +

q + 1

2
`B1 =

q + 1

2
. (7)

Finally, note that HHG is restricted to linearly polarized drivers due to the reduced efficiency of the HHG
process with the ellipticity of the driving beam in single-color schemes, such as as the one presented in this work.
Therefore, both channels R and L are forced to be present with similar efficiency, yielding to a net absorption of
linearly polarized photons. As a consequence, the resulting q-th order harmonic exhibits linear polarization and
fractional-OAM,

〈σq〉 = 0 (8)

〈`q〉 =
q

2
. (9)

In Fig. 3 and it can be observed that the 19th [panel (c)] and 21st [panel (d)] harmonics present two OAM
contributions with counter-rotating polarization, corresponding to the R and L channels described previously,
and fractional-OAM of 〈`19〉 = 19/2 and the 〈`21〉 = 21/2, respectively, as predicted above.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this contribution we have reviewed two different methods to generate XUV vortices with different OAM
content. Both methods are based on up-converting intense IR OAM beams into higher-frequency OAM beams
through high harmonic generation. On one hand, we have shown that when HHG is driven by a combination
of IR vortices with different topological charge, multi-mode XUV harmonics with a broad OAM content are
naturally produced due to the nonperturbative behavior of HHG.12 A new OAM build-up law that takes into
account the nonperturbative nature of HHG has been presented. On the other hand, if HHG is driven by IR
conical refraction beams, fractional-OAM harmonics (with two well-defined OAM contributions) are generated.13

This scheme is particularly interesting as both spin and angular momentum conservation have to be taken into
account.

Whereas in this work we have presented harmonic vortices in the XUV regime extending up to tens of eV,
it seems that there is no intrinsic limit that precludes their extension to the soft x-ray regime, by, for example,
using mid-infrared driving beams,28 or intense vacuum-ultraviolet drivers.29

Finally, one should note that XUV vortices generated through HHG are particularly interesting from the
temporal point of view. For instance, single-mode XUV vortex generation through HHG leads to the production
of helical attosecond beams6,9 –also called ”attosecond light springs”.30 These are the result of the composition
of several harmonic vortices with different topological charge. The temporal and spatial properties of these helical
attosecond beams can be modified through proper modification of macroscopic phase-matching conditions.8,31

If HHG is driven by conical refraction beams, several fractional-OAM harmonic vortices can be synthesized to
generate structured attosecond light springs, i.e., attosecond helical beams with varying linear polarization along
the azimuth. The generation of XUV beams that exhibit varying polarization32 and OAM may open the route
for ultrafast studies of spin to orbit angular momentum exchange in at the nanometer scale.33,34
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